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"Harishchandra" 2007 fantasy film by Lucasfilm, dir. Ari Seth Cohen The film takes place in

the fictional country of Harishchandram, located on a planet oversaturated with memory.
According to legend, this planet has been in isolation for more than three millennia. The only

one who knew what was going on was the great sage Harishcharya, who once lived on this
planet. Due to disagreements with the ruler Harishchangavara, they lost contact with the rest

of the universe. Soon Harishchasrara meets on the same planet a beggar vagabond named
Vishwamitra, who wants to know about the fate of his mother, who, it seems to him, went to
Earth. Thanks to his discovery, Vishwa is able to expel Harishchurdra from the planet, and

Harish Sadhu can get a particle of Vishwa's life force into his body. Even though Vishwa uses
incense and listens to music to boost her spiritual power, it soon commits suicide. Fishermen

find his body and offer him money. Vishva continues on his way and meets a beggar who sees
everything in its true light. Eventually, Vishwah was taken in by the family, who sold Vishwa's

house and repented of their behavior. This film is based on Nougari Kavit's book Hariyam,
but the film itself is based on four stories that took place at different times in Harishcheland.
Subhash Ghai starring Rishi Kapoor and Tina Munim. Born in India, Anthony was a Christian

until he met a Catholic woman named Caroline (Tina Munim), who became his second and
last love. The film also stars Satyajit Rai, Aamir Khan, Dev Lal and Kareena Kapoor. Cast:

Bablai Bhattacharya, Lavinia Moorehead, Jyoti Dutt, Sunny Hind, Brinyaraj Patnaik, Denise
Nichols. Filmed as a romantic action movie with an incredible gripping storyline, Debt is

about a young man who becomes indebted in his hometown. Caroline, a Catholic nun, agrees
to marry Anthony because his brother is in debtor's prison, but at the same time she is in love
with him, wanting Anthony to be her husband. The film "The Long Engagement" (Time To
Get Married) is a dramatic melodrama directed by Kevin McDonald. The plot of the film is
based on real events. In 2011, several newlyweds, after getting married in a church, suddenly
discovered that their marriage had been scammed in a bank loan chain. Stone is a romantic

drama based on true facts about a story that began with the tragic death of a breeder's dog and
the murder of the owner of a Victorian villa when a great storm hit. Starring Greg Kinnear
and Chris Pine. The film tells the story of Stephen Middleton (Greg Kinnery), who, having

become a famous fashion designer, invites the famous actress Iris (Lea Michele) to his house.
Stefan despises those who cross the threshold of his house, despite the creative recognition of
his ex-fiancee, a girl from a wealthy family who dreams of marrying him. One day, a brutal
murder takes place in his house under unclear circumstances. Stefan turns to the police, but
the police shrug - there is no evidence, and during interrogation, the girl Iris dies in terrible
agony, without betraying her true friends and acquaintances. Years later, journalist Steve
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